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Let's get started

COSTLY MISTAKES

Visit our website at www.ExecOntheGo.com for more information.

Email us at info@execonthego.com for inquiries.

Over the last 20 years we have uncovered top mistakes that LLC owners

have made time and time again.   With this report you will be able to

avoid them.

 

Every business and project needs to be properly structured for legal and

tax reasons. To keep it simple, I will be focusing on the every popular

Limited Liability Companies (LLCs).  

 

Over the past 20 years plus, we have set up thousands of LLCs for client

ventures in real estate, music, television, film, technology, brand

management, business management, media collaborations, and as a

structure to protect client’s intellectual property and other assets.  LLCs

from a legal perspective because, if formed and managed properly, this

entity offers the best of both worlds…limited legal liability (which you

don’t get with partnerships) and less formalities to deal with in

comparison with running a corporation. For example, if you are a

partner in a partnership and it gets sued, then your personal assets (i.e.,

house, cars) are vulnerable if the plaintiff wins. On the other end of the

spectrum, if you are a shareholder in a small corporation and it fails to

comply with certain legal and tax formalities, then your personal assets

may also be at risk (i.e. the plaintiff may be able to “pierce” your

corporate protection).

 

An LLC is an entity that falls somewhere in the middle of partnerships

and corporations. Check out our YouTube channel if you want a quick

explanation on this subject or more about LLCs.

 

The popularity of LLCs has increased significantly over the past decade.

In California, the number of formations has increased by almost 70%, so

I thought a great topic to kick off your new venture would be to give

you a guide to the 5 Top Costly Mistakes that I see people make when

forming or operating an LLC.



Plan for the transfer of
the LLC after death

SOMEONE WILL DIE

All people who own an interest in an LLC will

die.  Almost every person who owns an LLC

would like his or her spouse, family or loved

ones to inherit the company when the owner

dies.  Unfortunately few LLC owners plan for

death and the orderly transfer of their LLC

ownership to their desired heir(s).  The

transfer can be simple (the LLC is owned by a

trust or the owner signed a Transfer of

Membership Interest Testament) or the

transfer can be a time consuming, expensive

and public probate.

 

Don’t find yourself spending money to go

through probate to get yourself appointed a

personal representative of the estate so that

you will have the legal power to get control

of the bank account.

 

DO your loved ones a big favor and plan for

your death so you will know for sure that your

desired heir(s) inherits your LLC automatically

without the need for a probate.
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Not executing the operating
agreement

SIGN ON THE LINE

Law does not require the members of an LLC to sign an

Operating Agreement, the lack of an Operating Agreement

signed by all members is a big mistake.  Here are just a few

of the reasons why every LLC should have an Operating

Agreement:

 

(a) To prove the percentage of the LLC each member owns. 

The Articles of Organization filed with the Secretary of State

does not state members’ percentage ownership. 

 

(b)   To restrict the transfer of membership interests without

the consent of the members.   Without an Operating

Agreement that contains restrictions on transferring a

membership interest a member can transfer all or a portion

of the member’s interest in the company to anybody at any

time for any consideration or for no consideration.   Most

people do not want to wake up and find out that their

“partner” transferred all of his or her interest in the company

to an unknown person who now owns one half of the LLC. 

The Operating Agreement should contain restrictions on

transfer and a provision that gives the company a first right

of refusal to acquire the interest a member desires to

transfer on the same terms and conditions applicable to the 
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...continue

SIGN ON THE LINE

proposed transfer.   Other members should have a second

right of refusal if the company does not exercise its first right

of refusal.

 

(c) To prevent members from disclosing confidential

information about the company.   Unless a member signs an

Operating Agreement with confidentiality provisions, the

member is free to disclose the company’s confidential

information such as financial statements, tax returns and

business plans.

 

(d)   To limit the management powers of the managing

member or the manager.   The Operating Agreement should

state what actions the managing member (in a member

managed LLC) or the manager (in a manager managed LLC)

can take without getting member approval and what actions

require the vote and approval of all the members.   Do you

really want the managing member or the manager to sign a

contract that obligates the company to spend big bucks or

buy, sell or lease real estate without the approval of the

members?
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No Commingling Company
Funds with Personal Funds

SEPARATE  INCOME
AND EXPENSES

This is another very common mistake. The most important rule

when operating an LLC is to not commingle funds! This

includes things like a member cannot pay personal bills with

LLC money and vice versa. All LLC income must go into the

LLC bank account and all expenses must come out of that

account. Even small things like your monthly web domain

charges.   I see many more mistakes but these are probably

some of the most costly.

 

If the LLC is short of cash, the owner(s) should write a check

payable to the LLC and deposit the funds in the LLC’s bank

account so the LLC can use the funds to pay its expenses. 

Don’t forget to document properly that the transfer of funds

is either a capital contribution or a loan.   The reason this is

potentially the worst LLC mistake is because in a lawsuit a

plaintiff to pierce the veil and hold the owner liable for the

debts of the LLC the failure to follow this rule could be the

primary reason the court pierces the veil and holds the owner

liable for the LLC’s debts.  Here are the rules and take care to

always follow them:
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...continue

SEPARATE FUNDS

(a)  All income payable to the LLC must be deposited into the

LLC’s bank account.

 

(b)   No income payable to the LLC should be paid to the

owner and deposited into the owner’s bank account.

 

(c)   The LLC must pay all of its expenses from its bank

account.

 

(d)   The owner may not pay any of the LLC’s bank account

with the owner’s funds.

 

(e)  If the LLC needs money, the owner should pay the funds

to the LLC as a loan or a capital contribution.

 

(f)  If the owner needs money and the LLC has excess funds,

the LLC should write a check payable to the owner and the

owner should deposit the check in the owner’s bank account. 

The LLC must reflect on its books that the payment is either a

return of capital, a distribution of profits or a repayment of a

loan.
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Not following the rules of
investing through your LLC

REAL ESTATE

This is another common problem I see.   If your LLC

owns your rental property and the house burns down

the insurer will deny coverage unless the LLC is the

named insured on the policy, an additional insured

named in the policy or there is some language in the

policy that causes the LLC’s real estate to be

covered.  Don’t rely on that last possibility.  If your LLC

owns real estate or any other valuable asset talk to

several business insurance agents to get their

recommendations as to the type of policies, coverage

amounts and other policy issues and then purchase

the appropriate amount of insurance.

 

I see this all the time.   The primary reason owners of

investment rental property need an LLC is because

they do not want to be the defendant in a lawsuit

arising from a breach of the lease, somebody being

killed or injured or any other claim that might arise

from the property.   It is fundamental that the

protection offered by the LLC does not apply and the

LLC is a complete waste of money if the real estate is

never transferred to the LLC.
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Members Do Not Properly
Document LLC Activity

RECORD ACTIVITY

This is a common scenario. You form an LLC through one of those

cookie cutter companies and eagerly start to hold yourself out as

a formal business. A few years later, you engage an attorney for

some reason (to discuss a lawsuit against the company, the

company wants to apply for a bank loan, someone wants to buy

the company, etc.) and you give the attorney your nice-looking

LLC record book. When the attorney opens the book, the only

things in it are the filed Articles of Organization and a bunch of

unsigned template documents!

 

There are many reasons why you need to keep your records up to

date. The following are a few examples:

 

(a)    To Prevent “piercing” of your legal protection. If you are in a

lawsuit, the first thing an opposing party will do is try to discredit

the existence of your LLC and get to your personal assets. If your

paperwork is not in order, you are helping the other side.

 

(b)     To Memorialize membership percentages. It is critical that

each member’s ownership interested is documented in a signed

Operating Agreement! I once had a client who believed that

he  was a 50% owner based on an unsigned Operating

Agreement. After he was sued by the other members, the Court

ruled that he only owned 1/3 of the company. He lost a lot of

money because of this ruling.
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...continue

RECORD ACTIVITY

(c)    To define the scope and limits of management. Whether

your LLC is member-managed or manager-managed,

everyone needs to be clear on how decisions are made.

Usually, there are some decisions that can be done without

everyone’s participation, but major decisions, like whether the

company will be sold, should require unanimous approval.

Any limits should be spelled out in the Operating Agreement.

 

(d)   To Document Member Contributions and Member Loans.

Almost every company deals with funding issues at some

time. Usually, members will transfer money and property to

and from the LLC, which is normal, but these transfers need

to be properly categorized and documented! It is different if

you contribute money to the LLC in exchange for membership

interest vs. you loaning the LLC money that you expect to be

repaid. If you don’t document your transfers, the IRS or a

Court may do so however they see fit. I don’t suggest you let

this happen.

 

(e)     To Properly Purchase or Transfer Assets Into The LLC’s

Name. Members who purchase assets or register IP with the

intent that the LLC be the owner need to properly assign and

transfer the transfer in writing. Failing to do so can result in a

rude awakening during a significant Company event, such as

a lawsuit, bankruptcy, or company dissolution.
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